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To
The Chief Engineer (Civil/Electrical)
BSNL Civil/Electrical Zone
Kerala Circle, Trivandrum
Respected Sir,
Sub: Releasing of Civil/Electrical Executives for BA Works reg:We appreciate the proactive steps being taken by the Circle Administration under the guidance of our
respected CGM for deployment of Civil/Electrical executives to telecom core area till the restructuring
process is over. This action has yielded fantastic results in many BAs in maintenance, operations of such
assets as well as revenue generation areas like asset management. But, some BAs have failed to
understand the concept behind this deployment and to utilize these experienced and highly qualified
engineers. For instance, an SDE Civil attached to Palakkad BA is seen utilized as PA to GM instead of
Land and building section, which will be apt for utilizing his skill, talent and vast experience.
Your kind attention is invited to the matter and you are requested to bestow your personal attention in
reviewing the reposting/redeployment cases of the civil/electrical wing executives who were
released/attached to various BAs, case by case and to take corrective actions immediately so that
effective utilizations of the highly qualified and experienced executives take place for the betterment of
our company as well as to uphold the dignity of the post.
Further we request your goodself to call for option for LA from Civil/Electrical officers to the post of
EE/AGM and SDE also to meet the shortages in these cadres and to motivate the officers.
Thanking You,
Sincerely Yours

Jithesh K P
Circle Secretary
SNEA Kerala Circle
Copy to
1. The CGMT, Kerala Circle
2. GM (HR), Kerala Circle

